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This article is part of the “Women in Biathlon Series”. With excellence and leadership at the forefront of
Biathlon Canada’s values, we will be featuring some of the great female athletes, coaches, officials and
volunteers that support us in sport and help build our close-knit community. Follow us on social media
@biathloncanadaofficial to keep up with each story as we hear from women across the country. 

There's no doubt that involvement in sport can bring feelings of
empowerment and unity. Just ask Lynn Algra. After coming to Canada, she
joined a variety of school sports, from badminton, to volleyball, to track and
field to floor hockey. She loved how the sports she played were not only
accessible, but offered her a sense of belonging.

These positive feelings she gained from her experience with sport
encouraged her to put her first son in air cadets in 2009, where he
eventually became competitively involved with Biathlon BC. Her middle
child then followed suit, making Biathlon Canada’s U20 team and
representing Canada at the 2020 Youth Olympic Games where Algra proudly
attended the Opening Ceremony in Lausanne, Switzerland. While her sons
remained actively involved in the sport, Algra became just as involved. She

began as a parent helper, and then evolved in her role.

“Both in cadet and club biathlon, I started out as a parent volunteer coordinating carpools, lunches and
group accommodations at competitions. Then I started helping out in the competitions office, handing
out start lists and bibs,” said Algra.

In 2012, the head coach of West Coast Nordic Club (the club her son was a part of) announced that he was
stepping down. Interested in the position, Algra and her husband learned as much as they could about
biathlon as quickly as possible, and took on the role.

In 2018, Algra and her family made the move from Abbotsford, BC to SilverStar Mountain in Vernon, BC, to
be closer to the snow and to save commuting time to biathlon practice.
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Since then, Algra has taken on a variety of paid part-time positions as Biathlon BC’s Operations Manager
and Sovereign Lake Nordic Club’s (SLNC) Coach and Administrator. She is now certified as a
Competition-Introduction level coach, an Advanced level Official, has begun the Learning Facilitator
stream, and has even restarted the Vernon Air Cadet biathlon program —a squadron that hadn’t had a
coach or team for years. And if that’s not enough, in February 2022, she will be the Sport Chair for
Biathlon hosting the BC Winter Games at Sovereign Lake

This is just scratching the surface of the many accomplishments Algra has achieved in the sport of
biathlon over the years—something that may be surprising to some since her journey began as a parent
volunteer.

“I think I fell into coaching due to necessity rather than it being a career calling, [but there are definitely]
rewarding moments during coaching. For example, when I’ve given feedback to an athlete, such as a
tweak in their body positioning, that improves their shooting and they are ecstatic, or just listening and
helping to calm an athlete with first race anxiety. These small moments and the other times when you see
everything come together for an athlete, that makes coaching fun and rewarding.”

For Algra, the positives don’t stop there. She says she’s pleased with how biathlon has grown over the
years—both in diversity, and in depth.

“[In BC], there are more female coaches in the sport of Biathlon now than from our first days of
involvement. It is better organized with more support from the provincial sports organizations who are
making the effort and implementing processes and programs to mentor coaches and officials,” said Algra.

However, Algra recognizes that there is still much work to do. Over the next five years, the Vernon resident
hopes to see a mentorship program formalized where club coaches mentor cadet biathlon coaches.

“Having actively participated in both the club and cadet biathlon worlds, I see this collaboration and
sharing of information and support to be the next step to growing our sport,” explained Algra. “Both
civilian and cadet biathlon run parallel programming with similar provincials and national competitions
(and the athletes that excel at cadet nationals are athletes that are training in a civilian club).”

“With this mentorship program, we can increase the coaching knowledge and resources within the cadet
coaches, thus in turn narrowing the gap when cadet athletes advance along the competition pathway.”

If you would like to read more stories like this, check out our Women in Biathlon section on the Sport
Development page of our website.
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